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Segmentation means to divide humans up in to smaller, more homogenous groups

In this way it is simpler to understand or predict, in our case, food choice or other food 
behaviours.

This theme is well established in several disciplines like in social sciences, marketing and 
consumer science. Tradition for use of criteria are different and so are the consequences. 

In this lecture an overall model from marketing was adopted, and attempts made to
frame the sensory and consumer approach in context.

Segmenting products is a strategy covered in other lectures dealing with, for instance, 
preference mapping
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There are a lot of ways to segment consumers

In clasical marketing 4 ways of segmenting conumers are often used, in 
this case we will introduce 9 strategies for segmentation

– 1) Geographic

• Region

• City or countryside

• County /country

• Climatic zone
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– 2) Demographic

• Age

• Sex

• Civil status

• Income

• Education

• Occupation
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Recreating one of the most successful
innovations

Fruity, less bitter

Soft texture
Window of opportunity
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Very different taste

Soft on the palate, sweet, fruity and less bitter

Brewers called it a «poor» beer

Turned into the biggest seller world wide 

Lots of copies
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– 3) Psychological

• Needs and motivation

• Personallity

• Perception (taste and liking)

• Learning / involvement

• Attitudes and values

– 4) Psychographic

• Lifestyle



Most value segmentation models are commercial
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US elections 2016
People sold their FB activity so CA could 
build a predictive model
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The famous psychographic segmentation



Data published by Cambridge analytica

Your FB trace can predict 

Single/relationship 0.67 

Parents living together 0.6 

Smoking 0.73

Alcohol 0.7

Drugs 0.65

Color 0.95

Christian/Muslim 0.82

Democrat/rep 0.85

Sexual preference 0.88

Sex 0.93
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Based on 300 
likes on FB
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565 individuals answered on a personality test on FB, their
like-log was used to predict their peronality first and when this 
model worked it was used to predict personality of persons 
with only their FB data
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The result was projected into a map – a physical map with 
their address and phone number associated
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https://www.insidehook.com/daily_brief/tech/apple-facebook-
privacy-war

Facebook, Apple—And The War Over Social 
Media Influencers

https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021
/06/07/facebook-apple-and-the-war-over-social-
media-influencers/?sh=6c080f4b2f28

https://www.insidehook.com/daily_brief/tech/apple-facebook-privacy-war
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2021/06/07/facebook-apple-and-the-war-over-social-media-influencers/?sh=6c080f4b2f28


Taste as an example

• Nespresso has 2000 patents
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Understanding taste segments opened for a completely new 
marketing
Europe has 8 taste segments for coffee, all segments exist in all countries, but in very different size



- 5) Sociocultural

• Culture

• Religion

• Subculture

• Social class

• Family life cycle

07.01.2021 19



–6) Use related

• Rate of use

• Attention

• Brand loyalty

07.01.2021 20
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– 7) Use-related

• Time

• Purpose

• Place

• Who?

– 8) Usage-situation

• Social acceptance

• Convenience



9) Hybrid segmentation 

Demographic / psychographic 

Geodemographic

VALS (Values and Life styles)

Nordic organic consumers
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Sensory profiling of 10 vodkas

• Varieties of Absolute and competitors

• Intensity scales, and three replicates
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Soft, grainy
Butter, raisin , seed, 

plums

Higher alcohols, 

unclean, 

Hospital, 

DetergentPrickly, clinical
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All natural

Clinical

Fusel

High end
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To repeat

Market segmenting is

Partition of a larger market into smaller units/groups of
consumers with common needs and characteristics.

After this the chosen segments are adressed with appropriate 
marketing activities.
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Why are we segmenting?

Tradition has been mass marketing through mail or media

– The problem today is that none of your targeted consumers «see»
the marketing because the communication is too general and hits
home with no-one.

In todays media situation it is difficult to find a channel where «your target
group» is to be found. Many groups move around fast and loyalty to media
is low.
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Criteria for effective segmentation

– Identifiable

– Size is big enough

– Stable over some time



Thank You, 
and thanks to Dr. Einar Risvik for preparing the 
original lecture, which has been slightly adapted by 
the presenter
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